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 Service: > Primary: Phone: No. of Messages in Queue: Total: Unanswered: Maintenance: Maintenance Duration: Lifetime:
Lifetime Hours: Pages: Image: Navigation: Smartphone: Website: The lifetime of the device is indicated in the right-hand

column. The following pages from the data we have on file for the ML-1640 include phone numbers for Samsung, Sprint, T-
Mobile, and Verizon. Please contact these companies for more information on this device. Samsung Phone: +1 (831) 389-8100

Sprint Phone: +1 (832) 381-5380 T-Mobile Phone: +1 (832) 437-5137 Verizon Phone: +1 (855) 681-6338 Notes:* The
numbers indicated above are for Samsung ML-1640, and there are likely other Samsung devices with the same name. The
numbers indicated above are for the Sprint network, and there are likely other Samsung devices with the same name. The

numbers indicated above are for the T-Mobile network, and there are likely other Samsung devices with the same name. The
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numbers indicated above are for the Verizon network, and there are likely other Samsung devices with the same name. Device:
Display Data plan: Phone Color: Capacity: Battery: Processor: Camera Camera: Connectivity: Data connection: Voice

connection: The following pages from the data we have on file for the Samsung ML-1640 include phone numbers for Samsung
and Verizon. Please contact these companies for more information on this device. The numbers indicated above are for the

Samsung ML-1640, and there are likely other Samsung devices with the same name. The numbers indicated above are for the
Verizon network, and there are likely other Samsung devices with the same name. 82157476af
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